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ABSTRACT

We have performed elastic neutron scattering measurements of the staggered magnetic.at|on

in (FeF:),_(CoF:)n supcrlattlce,. Thermal expansion measurement,,, which sre proportional to
the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, were also carried out usi_ hi_)t resolution x-ray
diffraction. One of the two measured samples has thicknesses of m - n = 4.5 and the other

m = 26 and n -- 28 monolayers, as determined from high angle x-ray e - 20 scans, hz the

_n = n = 4,5 sample, only one transition is observed at TN = 62.9K, AnalyIis of the neutron

data, including the rounding effects, indicate, an effective _ n_0.42. Thli does not compare well
with the 3D Ising exponent _ = 0.325. The X-ray data also shows the existance of only one

specific heat anomaly at T = 62.8 K. For the m _ 26, n - 28 sample, dips in the staggered
magnetization, and pe_s in the thermal expansion were ob,erved at T _ 40 K and 74 K. The
higher temperature anomaly, s, ociated primarily with the FeF_ layers, is sharper than the lower I

one, which is presumably rounded by the Ital_ered ordering field impos©d by the long range order
in the FeF: regions on the CDF, regions.

i

INTRODUCTION

Multilayered epltaxlal Insulating antiferromagnetic fdms arc promising systems for the ,tud_
of a variety of physical models. Since they tau be fabricated with overall thicknesses of a few

microns, they can be used to obtain extinction-free Bragg scattering resnlts. This has be_t

demon, Stated|li using a sjng|e 0.8 pm thick layer of'FeF2 grown on a ZnFl substrate to obtain the
critical behavior of the ,tapered magnetization for reduced temperatures of 0.002 < Irl _ 0.025.

In the iame manner_ md_er thin f_lli I be u_ed to obtain the staggered magnetisation near

phMc transitions usin_ _eutron scattering techniques. Additional information may be obtained

from high resolution x-ray techniques. For examplez the thermal expansion coef]]cient of a film
_, which li proportional to the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, may be measured witl_

x-rays, thus providing the specific heat critical behavior,[2, _, 4]
Bulk crystals of the isomorph/c FeF: and CoF_ antiferromagnets have been well characterized|7,

8]. Both antlferromagnets _.e Ising-llke in their critical behavior because of the large anisotropics

which force the spinl to r_lign along the c-axis. The effective exchange interaction strength in
CoF_ is much weaker that that of FeFz. In both cases t_te dominant exchange is between the

body-center and body-corner next-nearest-neighbor lonI. The corresponding transition tempera-
Sure, are T = 78K and T - 38/1" for FeFz and CoFz, respectively. The FeFrCoF: m_ed system

can be well modeled by I_ing spins for which the next.nearest-neighbor interactions are equal to

the geometric mean of the interaction strengths of the two materlals.[9] !

Ep|tax|al single thin l'flm_ made of these materials have been studied u_ing a variety of tech. i

nlques and their bchaviars have been described in some detail.IlO ] An important result of timse
measurements is that the fundamental magnetic interaction_ in single thin films, ranging from "

sumor_ _, s comr,,c_ oi _,'_ U.5. t *
I
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0,25 pm to 3 pm ii_ thickness, do not mea_urrtbly change from theh' bulk values.
Collversely, epitaxially grow_ multilaycr_in mauy instances barc unique properties. For

example, antiferromagnetic layer8 separated by noumagnetic hxyers are useful for studying the

crossover from threedimensional (3D) to two-dimenslonal (2D) critical behavior[3, 4]. Alter.
natively, multilaycrs cm_sisting of antiferromagnetic ruaterials with differing nonzero exchange
interactions may be fabricated to study ti_e effects of a modulating exd_ange interaction along
one direction.J2, 5, 6]

In the study described here, we investigated the dependence of cooperative Ising phase transi-
tions In periodic multllayered structures, c_mposed of two antiferromagnetic materials which
have considerably different next-nearest-neighbor exchange Interactions. This was done us-

ing x-ray diffraction and neutron Bragg scattering intensity measurements of antiferromagnetic
(FcF2)._(CoF_),_ multilayered structures, whose superlattice period is composed of m monolayers
of FeF2 and n monolayers of CeFr. The results obtained from the x-ray and neutron scattering

techniques are consistent with each othc_. We find that for a m ffi n = 4.5 sample only one tran-
sition is observed, whUe for a .t = 26, n - 28 sample two anomalies are detected. The anomaly

at the higher temperature, which is associated with the long-range ordering of the FeF_ regions,
is sharper than the lower one, which is presumably rounded by t}_e long range order imposed by
the FeF_ on tlm CoF_ regions.

t,

PREPAILkTION AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

The details of the multllayer growth technique has been described elsewhere.[10] Briefly, the
samples wore growl1 along titc c-axis directio_t via MBE at a base pressure < 5 × 10 -9, a substrate

temperature of 300 ° C, and a rate of approximately 3 _/sec. Polished ZnF_ Bingle crystal discs,
!cm in diameter and oriented along the [001]direction, were used as substrates because ZnF_ is
both non.magnetic and has an exccUent lattice match with both FeF2 and CEF2. Two samples D

were studied, with m = t_ ffi 4.5 and m - 26, n ==28, as determined from X.ray 0 - 20 scans, The
sample tlficknesses are 0,29 #m and 0.91 _m, for the m = _ = 4.5 and m = 26, n = 28 samples, I
respectively. A detailed x-ray analysis of theR_ A_m.l,_r._l ;,_;.o_.. ._ .......... t .._..... .
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Figure l: Thermal expansion coeflident ¢_along the [001] direction of the m - 26, n = 28 sample,
determhled from x-rw scattering measurements. The solid curve repremats x fit to a rounded
transition. This rounding is presumed to be caused by the step disorder in the super]attlce,
resulting in a distribution of layer thicknesses.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the x-r_ and neutron scattering techniques descrlbed above_we characterized the Ising-
like magnetic ordering taking piace in two regimes of layer tl_ickness. For the m = 26, ,_ -- 28
sample, a phMe transition takes place at T_ 74K which can be associated with the ordering in
the FeF2 layers, Tlds can be seen in Fig. I for the x-ra_, sc_ttering, which shows the thermal
expn_leion coefildent versus T, and in Fig. 2 which shows the neutron scattering behavior of the
staggered magnetization. The x-ray data shown in Fig. 1 dearly has two peaks, both of which
axe roxmded. In order to obtain Tlv _ 74K, the higher temperature peak was fit to a rounded
3D-Ising specific heat function. This function is represented by the solid curve. The rounding was
presumed to arise from the step disorder present in the seanplee, causing different macroscopic
FcF2 regions to have different transition temperatures due to finite-rise scaling.J3, 5]. The basic
form ¢_(T) = A, Iz-'I, with t --- 1- T/T_r, a ---0.11, and the amplitude tatb A+/A- = 0.54,
corresponding to the 3D Ising model, was utilized.

The neutron Bragg scattering intensity is well described by the power law

I ,',,M. _ ,'- Mo2ltl _ (1)

where M, le the staggered magnetization, t _ T/TN- l, T_ = 72.5, and _ -- 0.325, as shown
near the upper transition by the solid curve in Fig. 2. The slight discrepancy between the TN
values determined from x-rays and neutrons is probably due to the uncalibrated thermometer
used in the neutron scattering experiment. We also show, with a dashed curve0what the second
rise in intensity would look like If lt were sharp and simply added to the intensity from the higher
transition. The observed rise at lower temperatures, primarily from the ordering of the CeF2
Iwcrs with the staggered field from thc FeFs layers imposed at the layer interfaces, le rounded
over a range of temperature of approximately 15 K.

The m = n = 4.5 sample shows only one cicax anomaly, at sn intermediate temperature
T = 69.2K. Tits thermal expansion coefficient le shown in Fig. 3 and the neutron Bragg scattering
irttensity versus 2' le shown in Fig. 4. This sample is clearly near the limit In wldch the two
kind of layers are strongly coupled. There"is some rounding of the transition, presumably due i

to different macroscopic regions with slightly different values of m and n, each independently !

going through their phase transitions at slightly different temperatures. It is worth noting that {

3
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Figure 2: NQutron scattering intensity of the ()00) magnet|c peak for the n "-26, _a = 98 sample.
The solid curve represents a :fit to I oc [_]_ with f = T/TN - 1 and _ = 0.325. The dashed curve
represents b second sharp transition added to the intensity of the solid curve.

the rounding of the neutron scattering data cal)not be duo to background fluctuations, since lt
has been experimentally shown that critical fluctuations are negligible[Ii. For both the neutron
and x-ray data, the solid curves ar_ fits to Appropriate power law behaviors with a Gaussian
distribution in the transition temperature. From the thermal expansion data, the rounding was
found to be 6T = 2.2 K, while from the neutron scattering data 6T = 2.3 K. Both fits yield a value
of TN = 69.2. However, the fitted value _ _ 0.42 is not in agreement with the wen-known 3D
Ising value/_ = 0.325. This disagreement could be explained if the order parameter in the FeFs
and CoFs layers tended to grow at different ratc_ below TN. hl this case, the intensity would not
follow the expected power law behavior, except close enough to TN so that the correlation length
spans the entire *superlatticc period. Thit hypothesis le being tested via computer modeling of
these multllaycrs, with the magnetic interactions at the interfaces equal to the geometric mean
of the two intra-layer interactions.ill]

DISCUSSION

Clearly the FeFs layers attempt to order first as the temperature is lowered since bulk FeF2
has a higher TIv tha_l bulk CEF2. If the FeFs layers are sul]'tckmtlythlck, the CeF: regions w;U
only weakly aft'ect the critical behavior in FcF_ layers. In this case, the value ofTN will bc
lowered only s|ightly by the presence of tile more wcaldy intoracting CoFs layers. On the other
hand, the CeF9 layers cannot order independently of the FeF:z regions, since the already well
ordered FeF_ layers will act on the Co++ spins near the Interfaces, thus producing an effective
staggered ordering field on the CoFs layers, Just as in the case of a ferroma_gnetwith an applied
ul_iform field, the Antiferromagnetic layers with the effective staggered field on the surface spine
will .o_ experience a shaxp phase transition, since the ordering field induces spin order above
TN. Since the strength of the effect of one kind layer on the other will depend upon the number
of interface spins relative to the spine within layers, sufllcicntly tldck CeF2 layers will be only
slightly affected by the FeF2. HeJtcc, one would expect a slightly rounded transition only slightly
elevated i_t temperature (with respect to TN for bulk CEF2) for thick CoF_ layers.

As the layer thlck.eesee decrease_ the behavior of the two kinds of layers will become more
interdependent. I_ the extreme limit in which the the thicknesses become one atomic layer thick
(m _ n = 1), the system can be considered to be a new crystalline structure with a single i
magnetic excll_mge interaction. Thus, only a single phase traJtsitlon occurs, with no remnant of i
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Figure 3: Thermal expazslon cocd]icient a along the [001] direction of the m = n = 4.5 n_nplo,
determined from x.ray scattering measurements. The solid curve represents a fit to a rounded
trausltion. This rounding le presumed to be caused by different macroscopic regions, with sllght]y
different values of vn and n, going through their trsadtion at slightly different tempeTaturm.

a second one, and the transition tempsrature should be intermediate between the bulk ones. !
At Intermediate layer thicknesses, one would expect the system to have two anomalies, as

long as the strength of the FeFs layers* magnetic interactions is not strong enough to overcome i
the disorder in CoPs regions. If thls is not the case, a dngie trsnsltion for the m = n _ I system i
could be observed for su/llde_ltly small values of m. The evolution of the behavior from large to i
small layer thickness has been described previously[3, 5, 12]. !

In the case of the present study, we find that for the tr_= 26, n = 28 sample, the neutron !

scattering data indicates that the higher temperature dip is much sharper than the lower tom. !perature one. However, the position of the thermal expansion peak and the neutron scattering
dip (T _ 74 K), which k about 4 K lower than the transition temperature of bulk and single thin i
film FeF_, indicates that the CeF: layers indeed a_rect the ordeflng of the FoF: regions. On the i
other hand, the m = n = 4.5 sample clearly show8 a single rounded tranaltion, indicating that
at this v_lue of m = n, the FeF2 and CoFs regions order simultaneously. Hence, the m -- 26,
n = 28 sample belongs to the intermediate layer _oglme, Conversely, the m = n = 4.5 sample Is
clearly in the thin layer regime.

• ,

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented neutron and x.ray scattering data for multilayer thin films (FeF:)m(CoFs)n
for two layer thickness regime. The m = 26t n = 28 sample shows a relatively sharp transition
which can be aRsoclatod with tlm ordering of the FeF_ layers and, at lower T, a rounded transition

from the CoF_ layers. The rounding is from the staggered field imposed by the ordered FeFs
layers. The seJnp]e with thin layers, m = n = 4.5, shows only one transition at an intermediate
temperature, but does not yield the correct value for the exponent ft, which may indicate that
the order parameter grows at diffm_nt rates in the two layers for T <_ 7_v.
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Figure 4: Neutron scattering Intensity of the (100) magnetic peak for the tt = m = 4.5 sample.
The solid curve represents a fit to _.rounded phase transition with/_ = 0.42.
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